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1 Introduction

CHAPTER OVERVIEW

This chapter focuses on:

• Fundamental concepts of American politics and government.

• Why this book approaches the study of American politics and

government from the perspective of American political

development (APD).

• Why the American political system is biased in favor of the status quo.

• How critical choices operate to overcome the bias in favor of the

status quo and lead to transformative change.

• The aims of American government as outlined in the Preamble to

the Constitution; a brief introductory sketch of efforts to achieve

those aims and some of the most serious current controversies

those efforts provoke.

“I Have a Dream”

On August 28, 1963, 250,000 people marched on Washington to protest discrim-

ination against African Americans and to celebrate the rise of the civil rights

movement. Race relations in the South were dominated by so-called Jim Crow

laws, enacted at the end of the nineteenth century, which imposed racial segre-

gation in all aspects of life. In Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka (1954), the

Supreme Court declared the so-called “separate but equal” doctrine in education

policy unconstitutional. Nonetheless, many Southern schools remained segre-

gated. Not since the turbulent Reconstruction Era that followed the Civil War had

the South been so alienated from the rest of the country.

When, starting in the mid 1950s, civil rights demonstrations broke out through-

out the South to protest this racial caste system, local police brutally repressed

efforts to break down what the distinguished African American sociologist

W. E. B. Du Bois had called the “color line.” When African American students
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tried to enter Little Rock High School in September of 1957, a crowd of white

parents cursed and threatened them as the governor of Arkansas, Orval Faubus,

blocked the door. The civil rights movement gained great momentum in

1960 when black and white students joined together to sit in at lunch counters

throughout the South demanding to be served. The wave of protests continued in

1961 as Northern blacks and whites took bus trips to the South and refused to

segregate themselves when they reached Southern bus terminal waiting rooms

and restaurants. A particularly ugly confrontation took place in Birmingham,

Alabama in September of that year, where one of the civil rights movement’s

most important leaders, Martin Luther King, Jr., was jailed. President John

F. Kennedy had been reluctant to take on civil rights, arguing that it was up to

local officials to enforce the law. After Birmingham, however, Kennedy gave his

support to a comprehensive civil rights bill making racial discrimination in hotels,

restaurants, and other public accommodations illegal and giving the attorney

general the power to bring suits on behalf of individuals to speed up lagging

school desegregation. The measure also authorized agencies of the federal gov-

ernment to withhold federal funds from racially discriminatory state programs.

To heighten awareness of their cause and to press for passage of Kennedy’s bill,

civil rights leaders organized the largest single protest demonstration in American

history. King’s speech at the Lincoln Memorial was its climax. Late in the

afternoon, the summer heat still sweltering, King appeared at the microphone.

The crowd, restlessly awaiting King’s appearance, broke into thunderous applause

and chanted his name. King began by praising Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclam-

ation as “a great beacon of hope to millions of Negro slaves who had been seared

in the flames of withering injustice.” But, he continued,

one hundred years later, we must face the tragic fact that the Negro is still not free. One

hundred years later, the Negro is still sadly crippled by the manacles of segregation and

the chains of discrimination. One hundred years later, the Negro lives on a lonely island of

poverty in the midst of a vast ocean of material prosperity. One hundred years later, the

Negro is still languishing in the corners of American society and finds himself an exile in

his own land. So we have come here today to dramatize an appalling condition.

This litany of oppression might have elicited anger; indeed, some of King’s

followers had been growing impatient with his peaceful resistance to Jim Crow

and its brutish defenders. But King, an ordained minister, spoke the words of

justice, not revenge: “Let us not seek to satisfy our thirst for freedom by drinking

from the cup of bitterness and hatred.” A reverend might have been expected to

invoke the warnings of the biblical prophets in calling America to account,

instead King appealed to America’s charter of freedom. He called upon Americans

to practice the political and social ideals of the Declaration of Independence:

When the architects of our republic wrote the magnificent words of the Constitution and

the Declaration of Independence, they were signing a promissory note to which every
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American was to fall heir. This note was a promise that all men would be guaranteed the

unalienable rights of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.

King lamented that America had not lived up to those famous words. Even

after the Brown case had interpreted the Constitution so as to fulfill the promise

of the Declaration of Independence, segregationists prevailed. The promissory

note had come back marked “insufficient funds.”

Still, he counseled continued faith in the promise of American life. African

Americans should “refuse to believe that the bank of justice is bankrupt.” At the

same time, King warned, their faith in American justice could not last much longer;

the time had come “to make real the promises of Democracy.” “Now is the time to

rise from the dark and desolate valley of segregation to the sunlight path of racial

justice.” His indictment went beyond the South. “We can never be satisfied as long

as a Negro in Mississippi cannot vote and a Negro in New York believes he has

nothing to vote for.” The crowd shouted and clapped in cadence with him. Inspired

by this surge of feeling, King abandoned his prepared text; but even as he spoke

“from his heart,” in words that would make this address memorable, King’s sermon

had a familiar ring, drawing again on the Declaration of Independence:

I say to you today, my friends, that in spite of the difficulties and frustrations of the

moment, I still have a dream. It is a dream deeply rooted in the American dream. I have

a dream that one day this nation will rise up and live out the true meaning of its creed:

“We hold this truth to be self-evident, that all men are created equal.” When we let

freedom ring, when we let it ring from every village and every hamlet, from every state

and every city, we will be able to speed up that day when all of God’s children, black men

and white men, Jews and gentiles, Protestants and Catholics, will be able to join hands

and sing in the words of the old Negro spiritual, “Free at last! Free at last! Thank God

almighty, we are free at last!”

Figure 1.1. The Unfinished Word of Martin Luther King. Cartoon by David Granger, 2011.

Source: Political Cartoons Com.
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Fundamental Democratic Republican Concepts: Speech,
Leadership, Institutions

King’s speech is a fine place to begin this text because it shows that politics is not

just about power, greed, and ambition but also about the noblest sentiments of

the human spirit. It also vividly illustrates what American politics and govern-

ment are made of, their fundamental concepts. It was a speech and, in a free

society, most of political life is lived through speech. The various forms of speech

that politics employs – argument, explanation, exhortation, and discussion – are

what give it its distinctive character. Just as clay is the medium of sculpture,

words are the medium of republican and democratic politics. The brilliance of

King’s speech stems from his ability to artfully make use of what that medium has

to offer – metaphor, adjective, symbol, analogy. The speech was listened to by

hundreds of thousands of people. It was a public event. Unlike many other

activities – friendship, sex, reading or listening to music on an iPhone, politics

typically takes place in public. Not everyone is capable of commanding the

attention of a crowd the way Martin Luther King did. Those who can command

such public attention we call leaders. Followers have a big political role to play as

well, but the United States is a very big place and ordinary people have only a

very limited capacity to influence political life and make their voices heard.

Therefore, they are very dependent on leaders to represent, inspire, and command

them. King was not a professional politician. No matter. The key tasks of political

leadership are frequenly performed by those who do not even think of themselves

as politicians and who do not hold political office.

King’s speech took place in a very particular context and was intended to

achieve very particular goals. King’s goal was to pass civil rights legislation. The

very need to push hard for that goal implies that there is opposition to it. Other

people, and their leaders have other, conflicting, goals. Speech and leadership

give politics some of the qualities of theatre – vivid language, evocative acting.

But, as the word “goal” suggests, politics also ressembles sports. Competition can

be fierce. Foul play occurs and gets penalized if the perpetrators get caught. There

are winners and losers. Thus conflict and competition are also central to politics.

Politics also ressembles sports in that it is highly organized. The rules are

carefully laid out. Different teams develop a collective identity and persist over

time. The term used for the organizations that endure, command loyalty and

develop their own collective identities is institution. Martin Luther King was not

simply speaking to a crowd of individuals on that warm August day, he was

speaking to people with strong institutional affiliations – union members, church

congregants, lodge brothers, and sorority sisters. And he was appealing to leaders

of two powerful political institutions – the Democratic and Republican parties –

to press for action by one of the three central national governing institutions, the
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United States Congress. King himself was not only the leader of a movement, he

was also the head of an important religious institution, the Ebenezer Baptist

Church. Chapter 3 will introduce an additional fundamental republican demo-

cratic concept: deliberation.

The American Polity: A Democratic Republic

The entire political story of civil rights, of which this speech is such an epochal

part, takes place within the frame established by one overarching institution, a

polity, the United States. It was the law of the United States that had the ultimate

authority to decide the outcome of the civil rights struggle. It was the legislature

of the United States that deliberated about and formulated the law. The citizenry

of the United States chose the members of that legislature. The United States is a

polity because it successfully claims the political allegiance of its members. Those

members may feel a deeper tie to their church or to some other institution to which

they belong, but it is the constitution and the laws of the United States that they are

compelled to obey. The governing institutions of the US provide them with their

political rights and responsibilities. Once in the history of the United States its

claim to being a polity was challenged. Southern states seceded and, temporarily,

formed a new polity, the Confederate States of America. It took a brutal war, the

Civil War, to defeat secession and restore the US’s status as a single polity.

The United States is unusual in that it went through a formal process of

constitution writing to become a polity. Many other polities such as Britain,

France, China, or Japan did not begin on any specific date, nor did they go

through a process of discussion and debate to become a polity. If this were a text

on comparative politics, it would be necessary to delve deeply into how those

other polities came into being; instead it focuses exclusively on the formation of

the American polity. Chapter 2 describes the ideas and beliefs that formed the

background to the actual formation of the United States. Chapter 3 focuses

specifically on the writing and ratification of that polity’s founding document,

the United States Constitution. Chapter 4 identifies key moments of constitu-

tional crisis when there were major reconsiderations of the American polity’s

constitutional underpinning.

In order to claim that speech and choice are the building blocks of a polity, that

polity must allow persons to speak freely, to have a say in how the laws are made

and to feel secure that those laws will be obeyed. A polity characterized by free

speech, rule of law, and collective decision making is called a republic. The

American Republic, and all modern ones, operate on the basis of representation.

The citizenry plays a minor role, if any, in governing. For the most part its role is

restricted to electing representatives who do the actual work of governing.

Because the representatives are popularly elected the United States is a represen-

tative, democratic republic.

Fundamental Democratic Republican Concepts 5
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American Political Development

Political Memory

Martin Luther King gave a speech in the present in an effort to influence the

future and yet so much of it focuses on the past. It refers back to leaders,

documents, and songs from long ago – Lincoln, the Declaration of Independence,

the framers of the Constitution, a spiritual sung by slaves. This was no accident.

King knew that the best way to impress all the audiences for his speech – the

crowd on the Mall, the congressmen whose votes he was trying to garner,

tomorrow’s newspaper readers, the next generation of children reading history

textbooks– was to link his thoughts and aspirations to great leaders, ideas, and

cultural symbols from the past.

As the great American writer William Faulkner observed, “the past is not dead,

it is not even past.” It shapes our ideas, attitudes, and sentiments endowing the

present with meaning. Stories from the past pervade our imaginations. They

provide vivid examples of what to do and what not to do. They help to define

our sense of who we are, whom we love, and whom we hate. They supply our

minds with a cast of heroes to emulate. Faced with a tough decision, a president

or even an ordinary person might not only consider the present facts but also

look for moral and intellectual guidance by asking “What would Lincoln have

done? What would Martin Luther King have done?”

The pull of the past is demonstrated by the frequency with which historical

analogies find their way into political debate. People often make use of such

analogies to reason through a problem and to defend their position. Those who

favored Obama’s stimulus package chose a favorable historical case to compare it

to – FDR’s New Deal. Those who opposed the War in Iraq often likened it to an

unsuccessful prior war – Vietnam. Those who favored it claimed that a failure to

attack Iraq would do to the Middle East what the appeasement of Hitler at

Munich did to Europe. The manner in which the past influences our thoughts,

feelings, and imagination this text calls political memory. MLK crafted his words

to create the strongest possible connection between his ideas and sentiments and

those that serve as the wellsprings of American political memory.

Enduring Principles

This book will show that the political memory of Americans is largely devoted to

political principles that were established early in our history and that endure.

Those principles are so deeply embedded in American political understanding

and so central to its political life that the term enduring principles forms half of

this book’s subtitle. These foundational principles stem from three distinct
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sources. The commitment to natural rights and limited government stems from

the Classic Liberal political philosophers of the seventeenth century. The com-

mitment to local self-government and community solidarity stems from Puritan-

ism and the practical experience of local self-government in the New England

townships. The commitment to democracy and equality is rooted in the experi-

ence of the American Revolution and the works of such apostles of majority rule

as Thomas Paine and Thomas Jefferson. For simplicity sake, the book refers to

these three political strands as Classic Liberalism, Communitarianism, and Egali-

tarian Democracy. The commonalities and tensions between them are discussed

in Chapter 2, and the actual political conflicts that those tensions give rise to are

highlighted in Chapter 4 and reemerge continually in later chapters.

In the words of leading political scientists Stephen Skowronek and Karen

Orren, “because a polity in all its different parts is contructed historically, over

time, the nature and prospects of any single part will be best understood within

the long course of political formation.” They term this approach to studying

politics, political development. This text takes a political development approach.

It shows how the political building blocks discussed in the previous section –

speech, leadership, conflict, institutions – have operated over time to shape current

American politics and government. How the key political principles mentioned

above have faced challenge, how and to what extent they have endured.

As critical as political memory is to understanding present politics, the American

Political Development (APD) approach also demonstrates two other crucial avenues

by which the past affects the present – path dependency and critical choices.

Like individuals, political institutions are also heavily influenced by the past.

Once a particular way of doing things has been set in motion, considerable inertia

develops that encourages the continuation of that course. Political scientists call

this phenomenon path dependency. A striking everyday example of path depend-

ency is typewriting. When inventor C. L. Sholes built the first commercial

typewriter prototype in 1868, the keys were arranged alphabetically in two rows.

But the metal arms attached to the keys would jam if two letters near each other

were typed in succession. So, Sholes rearranged the keys to make sure that the

most common letter pairs such as “TH” were not too near each other. The new

keyboard arrangement was nicknamed QWERTY after the six letters that form the

upper left-hand row of the keyboard. QWERTY’s original rationale has disap-

peared because keyboards now send their messages electronically. Many typing

students find it very hard to master. Despite its shortcomings, QWERTY remains

the universal typing keyboard arrangement simply because it is already so widely

used and so many people have already taken pains to master it. Future typists

might benefit from a change, but they do not buy keyboards; current typists do.

Many political institutions and practices are just like QWERTY. Although their

original purposes no longer exist, people are used to them and the costs of

starting afresh are just too high.
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There are countless examples of path dependence in American politics. Perhaps

the single most important example is the way in which the United States is carved

up into individual states. State boundary lines exist for all sorts of peculiar

historical reasons. On the East Coast, they represent, for the most part, the grants

given by Britain to specific individuals and groups to establish colonies. On the

Pacific Coast and in the Southwest, they represent the boundaries of colonies

obtained from Spain. In the Great Plains, they often represent little more than the

preference of surveyors for drawing squares and rectangles. One can imagine

many good reasons for adjusting state boundaries to accommodate practical

realities. Why should Kansas City be split between Kansas and Missouri? The

suburbs of northern New Jersey and southwestern Connecticut are dominated

culturally and to a large measure economically by New York City and yet they

remain part of other states. There have been very few changes in state boundaries

over the entire course of American history.

This bias in favor of the status quo is not simply because people are creatures

of habit, though indeed they are. It is also because, as a rule, those who benefit

from an existing policy will fight harder to keep the policy in place than those

who might benefit from a change will fight to alter it. Beneficiaries of existing

policies know what they have and what they stand to lose if policies change.

Potential beneficiaries can only estimate the benefits that a policy change might

bring them. Therefore, politically speaking, fear of loss is a more powerful

motivator than hope of gain.

Critical Choices

By showing how the odds favor the status quo, the developmental approach

encourages a greater appreciation of what it takes to beat the odds. As passage

of the 1964 Civil Rights Act and the 1965 Voting Rights Act so forcefully

demonstrate, the powerful inertial biases of American politics are sometimes

overcome. A key theme of this book is how and why Americans have made

critical choices that shifted America’s political path. How and why did the

antipathy to political parties yield to the establishment of a two party political

system? How and why did a strictly limited federal government mushroom

into an elaborate administrative state? How and why were voting rights for

African Americans and women finally granted after having been denied for

so long?

Those critical choices that reshaped the constitutional underpinnings of the

Ameican polity the text refers to as conservative revolutions (see Chapter 4).

Calling them conservative revolutions is a reminder that such is the power of path

dependency that even when when critical change does occur, those changes are

decisively shaped by past events.
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In sum, this text bases its discussion of American politics on several key

building blocks: the interplay of enduring principles and critical choices; the role

of political memory and path dependency, the influence of political speech, the

role of political leaders, the dynamics of political competition, and the function-

ing of political institutions.

The Plan of This Book

This book is divided into four parts. The first, “Formative Experiences,” contains

Chapters 2, 3, and 4, which focus respectively on political culture, constitu-

tional design, and critical episodes in American political development. Chapter 2

examines the formation and meaning of the core political beliefs that

Americans profess. It shows how those beliefs coalesce to form what Tocque-

ville called “habits of the heart,” an enduring political culture shaping the

political opinions and actions of Americans. Chapter 3 looks at the Consti-

tution: the political debate its creation provoked, the conflicts between rights

and democracy that it settled, and those that it left unsettled. It explains why it

is so important that the American government was erected on the basis of an

original and carefully designed blueprint and how that conscious plan both

reflects American political culture and has helped to shape it. Chapter 4 focuses

on the major points of transition that have occurred since the constitutional

founding.

Part II, “Pivotal Relationships,” looks at how the federal government engages

with the states and with the economy. The Constitution does not establish fixed

boundaries between national and state governmental power, nor does it clearly

define the limits of government regulation of private property. The disputes

provoked by these uncertain boundaries have proven to be among the most hotly

contested controversies in all of American political life and have given it much of

its distinctive style and substance. As we shall see, those who fight for greater

national power as well as those who resist either in the name of states rights or

property rights all invoke the principles of rights and democracy to support

their side.

The four chapters that form Part III, “Governing Institutions,” each examine

one of the three branches of national government – the Congress, the presidency,

and the federal judiciary – enumerated in the Constitution, as well as the

bureaucracy, which developed, in large measure, outside of formal constitutional

arrangements. These chapters describe how those institutions operate now and

how they have changed over time. The great debates over the structure and

purposes of these institutions demonstrate how political arguments and political

decisions shape and alter the “nuts and bolts” of government.

The Plan of This Book 9
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Part IV concentrates on the various phenomena that comprise American

political life and the interrelationships among them. It begins with an analysis

of contemporary public opinion describing how the opinions that Americans hold

both reflect enduring aspects of American political culture and display some

disturbing deviations from it. In a representative democracy the primary means

for translating opinion into meaningful political participation comes through the

act of voting. The next two chapters examine voting, first by looking at the most

powerful means for galvanizing and organizing voting behavior, the political

party, and then by looking at the impact of political campaigns and of the rules

governing elections. The chapter on campaigns and elections includes a detailed

account of the 2016 presidential campaign. Although elections are central to

the operation of a democratic republic, they are not the sole focal point of

meaningful political activity. Chapter 14 examines other critical forms of polit-

ical behavior: movements, lobbies, and voluntary associations. All of these

political actors have been discussed extensively earlier in the book, but always

in supporting roles. It would be impossible to have a full-fledged discussion of

any of the topics in Parts I through III without paying due attention to their

mighty influence. Here they gain center stage. The spotlight is on their develop-

ment and dynamics and how they have embodied and exemplified key questions

of liberty, community, and democracy. The book ends with some reflections on

several of the major concepts and principles that permeate the text.

Each chapter begins within an overview of its key themes. A vignette follows

that evokes one or more of those themes. Then the chapter provides a contempor-

ary portait of how the chapter’s subject actually functions today. After, the chapter

traces the political development of that subject to demonstrate the debt that current

reality owes to enduring principles and to persistent paths and critical choices that

have been forged over time. It provides a concluding statement, and ends with a

summary of the most important points the chapter has made.

American Politics and Government: Policies and Programs

There is no better guide to what Americans want and expect from government

than the Constitution’s Preamble:

We the People of the United States, in Order to form a more perfect Union, establish

Justice, insure domestic Tranquility, provide for the common defense, promote the general

Welfare, and secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity, do ordain and

establish this Constitution for the United States of America.

The following is a brief introductory sketch of programs and policies that have

been put in place to implement these high-minded but vague objectives and some

of the most serious current controversies surrounding them.
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